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NG Firewall
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A modular platform that fits the evolving security needs
of your organization without the headaches of multiple
point solutions. Enjoy the flexibility to deploy NG Firewall on
third-party hardware, as a virtual machine, or as a turnkey appliance. Deployment is easy and seamless. Choose from quiet,
small-footprint, desktop models for a small office all the way
up to 2U rackmount servers suitable for a larger distributed
organization.
Rest assured that the browser-based, responsive and intuitive
interface will enable you to create security policies quickly
and easily. Then, drill down into database-driven reports—
the most comprehensive and detailed in the industry—to get
visibility into exactly what’s happening on your network.
Security, insight, control: you’ve got it covered.
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Flexible—Deploy on your hardware
or ours; virtualized or in the cloud.
Secure—Our Linux-based, open source
platform stands up to the scrutiny
of developers worldwide.
Scalable—Scale your solution
from just a few devices to up to
an unlimited number.
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Protect Your Business

Simply Powerful

NG Firewall is designed to balance performance and
protection, policy and productivity. It’s an ideal fit for a
range of organizations seeking a powerful, cost-effective
network security solution that can handle any IT
challenge: from small, remote offices to diverse school
campuses to large, distributed organizations.

Comprehensive Security
NG Firewall gives you more protection with flexible
deployment options. Tackle malware, hacking attempts,
phishing schemes and other exploits before they ever
reach your users.

Next-Generation Filtering
Get a handle on every rogue application, encrypted
web request, malware distribution point, drive-by
malvertising attempt, and email spam. NG Firewall
puts you in control of what your users can access,
install and use.

Superior Connectivity
and Performance
Meet the challenges of a remote workforce,
branch offices, and guest Wi-Fi. Keep users
and data safe regardless of location or level
of access. Balance competing priorities, ensure
Quality of Service (QoS) and maximize uptime
while saving the organization money—with features
you can’t get from competitive Next Gen Firewall
and Unified Threat Management products.

Deep Analysis and Insights
See who’s doing what when on your network with
deep packet inspection technology. Set policies by
user, group, device, time and application. Leverage
database-driven reports for real-time and historical
insights—all delivered on-box without the need for a
separate appliance. Get valuable insights at a glance
with a customizable, widgetized dashboard. Or, share
template-driven, customizable reports via email with
each of your stakeholders.
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ADTRAN, Inc.

901 Explorer Boulevard
Huntsville, AL 35806
256 963 8000

General Information

800 9ADTRAN
www.adtran.com/contactus

Canada Headquarters—
Toronto, Ontario

+1 877 923 8726
+1 905 625 2515
sales.canada@adtran.com

Command Center
The Command Center Appliances view
provides critical information for each
of your NG Firewall deployments.

Canada—Montreal, Quebec

+1 877 923 8726
+1 514 940 2888
sales.canada@adtran.com

Mexico and Central America

+1 256 963 3321
+1 52 55 5280 0265 Mexico
sales.cala@adtran.com

South America

+1 256 963 3185
sales.brazil@adtran.com
sales.latam@adtran.com

360° Dashboard
The NG Firewall 360° Dashboard is a
new way to look at the data available in
the Reports app and acts as a single pane
of glass providing security alerts and
insight into system performance.

App Selection
The NG Firewall platform is designed
to work like an App store. Turn security
services on or off with a click of a button.
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